Abstract-With ever-increasing demands for bandwidth optical packet/burst switching is used to utilise more of the available capacity of optical networks. In current prototypes of optical switches time and wavelength multiplexing are combined to resolve packet contentions by means of Fiber Delay Lines and wavelength converters in the switching elements. Although optical switches have lower energy consumption than their electronic counterparts, it remains substantial. Since wavelength converters contribute significantly to the switches overall energy consumption, they should be used sparingly, rather than continuously. Current scheduling algorithms however do not take the usage of wavelength converters (and the related energy consumption) into account. To this end, we developed and evaluated new costbased scheduling algorithms, which take both gap and delay into account to schedule an incoming packet. The performance improvement of these algorithms over existing algorithms can be traded off for a significant reduction in up-time of the wavelength converters by introducing a conversion cost in the involved cost function. This is backed by Monte Carlo simulation results, in which the algorithms are applied both in a voidfilling and non-void-filling setting. The algorithms are of the same implementation complexity as current algorithms, and thus of immediate value to switch designers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Growing trends in cloud computing and (high definition) streaming media services are expected to increase the demand for bandwidth vastly. With dazzling bandwidths of up to 1 Petabit/s [1] , optical fiber seems the answer to all of our craving for data. In current optical networks however capacity is not limited by the connections (links) but by the intersections (nodes). Currently circuit switching is used to establish a dedicated communication channel between two communicating nodes which guarantees packet arrival and fixed delay but also reduces the available capacity due to inflexibility. The most promising solutions to address this lack of efficiency are Optical Burst Switching (OBS) and Optical Packet Switching (OPS). In these packet-based switching techniques, network links are shared between different communication sessions, which improves efficiency. A downside however is the contention when more than one packet heads for the same output port at the same time. Because a ray of light cannot be stored, optical signals are often converted into electric signals to be buffered in the nodes and converted back to light to transmit them to the next hop. These conversions from and into electricity however limit the capacity of the network since electronic memories cannot keep up with the speeds of optical fibers [2] . Moreover these conversions are the main cause of the high energy consumption of the electronic switches [3] . The best solution to avoid conversion is the combined use of wavelength conversion and Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs) [4] . In these FDLs, packets that need to be buffered are sent through sufficiently long pieces of coiled fiber to delay them for the time needed. Additionally with the use of wavelength converters (WCs) packets can be converted to a different wavelength thereby also avoiding contention. Both in OBS and OPS contention resolution scheduling algorithms (below: scheduling algorithms) are used to schedule incoming packets. They schedule the packets in both time-and wavelength domain in order to minimize the number of lost packets and, related, the (packet) loss probability (LP).
WCs enable high performance switching but are known to contribute significantly to the energy consumption of the switching element [5] . In general, optical switches consume less energy than electronic switches (for equal switching capability). This said, the energy consumption of optical switches remains substantial [3] . It is therefore desirable that the energy efficiency of all switch elements is focused on explicitly. Since the number of wavelengths and FDLs in a practical implementation is limited, a basic concern in scheduling remains the reduction of packet loss using easily implementable scheduling algorithms.
Scheduling is done by a scheduling algorithm, typically designed for minimal packet loss, as the algorithms discussed in [4] , [6] - [8] , choosing between scheduling points (see below) without taking into account whether or not wavelength conversion is required. As pointed out in [9] switching the WCs off when they are not used already shows an opportunity to save in the overall power consumption. However, one . . . may also design with the aim of reducing the usage of the WCs, taking into account the trade-off between performance and energy consumption explicitly. This is the aim of the current work, in which scheduling is preferably done without wavelength conversion, unless in cases where conversion yields significant performance improvement, justifying the (momentary) increase in energy consumption by an increase in performance. For the specific problem, to the best of the authors' knowledge, we are the first to consider performance and energy consumption of wavelength conversion in a unified manner. A parametric, cost-based approach to this problem is presented in this paper and leads to algorithms which can easily be implemented in practice, motivating the usefulness of our results for optical switch design.
SPATIAL SWITCH
The structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. II elaborates on the assumptions of our model and the used terminology of scheduling algorithms in general. Sect. III focuses on the actual scheduling algorithms, with existing and new algorithms treated subsequently. In Sect. IV the reader finds more on the used simulation method. In Sect. V and VI respectively, the performance results and the energy efficiency results are analysed. Finally, the last section concludes the work.
II. BACKGROUND
Below we focus on the assumptions of our model. Next we explain some general characteristics of scheduling algorithms. The actual algorithms (existing and new) are explained in more detail in the next section.
A. Assumptions
Throughout the paper a continuous-time setting is supposed. Fig. 1 shows the assumed K ×M optical switch configuration. Packets arrive on a finite number of incoming ports K, on c different wavelengths λ 1 , . . . , λ c , also called channels. Each packet arrives on a certain wavelength w and is switched (still on wavelength w) to one of the M output ports according to the packet header destination information. Each output port thus accepts packets from K ports, on c different wavelengths. The output port is connected to a single fiber with the same c different wavelengths.
We assume packets originate from each of the K input ports with equal probability, with packets on each wavelength w arriving at the input port according to a Poisson process. Because of the nature of the Poisson process, the joint packet arrival process at each incoming port is also a Poisson process. This implies possible overlap of distinct packets at the same input port on different wavelengths, but also on the same wavelength. This however causes no problems, since the switch is assumed to be non-blocking, able to handle potential overlap of packets at the input port and forward all packets to their respective output ports. The requirement of a non-blocking architecture is quite natural: as opposed to an output port, more than one fiber can be connected to an incoming port, which may result in the mentioned overlap.
In this paper a random single output port is analysed, marked by the dashed-line box in Fig. 1 . This corresponds to the architecture in [10] named "dedicated FDL buffers per fiber". At the output port, wavelength converters (not shown in Fig. 1 ) are available to change the wavelength of an arriving packet if demanded so by the scheduling algorithm. This scheduling algorithm, which operates at output port level, controls the entrance to the converter (first stage) and the FDLs (second stage). As in, e.g., [7] , full wavelength conversion capability is assumed: whenever a packet is scheduled on a different wavelength than the incoming, wavelength conversion is possible. This is as opposed to the case of either shared or limited-range wavelength conversion (see [11] and references therein for examples).
Each output port (marked by the dashed-line box in Fig. 1 , as mentioned) has an optical buffer in which N + 1 FDLs are available to schedule incoming packets. The lengths of the FDLs are consecutive multiples of a basic value D called the granularity. This is called a degenerate delay buffer [12] , in which incoming packets sent through the j-th (j = 0 . . . N ) delay line encounter a delay of j · D. The length of arriving packets, B, is assumed exponentially distributed with an average of E[B] time units. Based on the assumed arrival process at the input ports, packets arrive at the output port according to a Poisson process, with exponentially distributed inter-arrival time T and an average E[T ]. The wavelength w is chosen uniformly among the c possibilities. Related, the overall traffic load is given by
B. Scheduling algorithm basics
At the output port under study, scheduling is done upon arrival of each subsequent packet. Scheduling amounts to the assignment of two variables (i and j) to the given packet, corresponding to the outgoing wavelength (i = 1 . . . c) and the delay line (j = 0 . . . N ). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , showing the already scheduled packets (grey boxes) upon arrival of an arbitrary packet that is yet to be scheduled (and thus not displayed on the provisional schedule, which contains only packets that have already been scheduled). The provisional schedule of each outgoing wavelength (i = 1 . . . c = 4) is represented horizontally, line by line. The vertical lines represent the delays of the FDLs (j = 0 . . . N = 5). The granularity in the example is assumed as unity (D = 1) to ease notation. In this representation, the provisional schedule evolution can be seen as a choppy (observed from arrival to arrival) but uniform (all packets move alike) movement of all packets to the left, with packets disappearing (because they are being transmitted) when crossing the zero delay line. Each intersection between a horizontal line and a vertical line is marked with a dot and represents a potential scheduling point (P SP ) for the new packet. Within this set of points, a scheduling point (SP ) is a PSP allowing the packet to be scheduled with the used algorithm, without overlapping with any of the packets already present in the system. Whether or not a given combination of i and j is a PSP thus depends on the system's provisional schedule. Whether a PSP is a SP depends upon both the size of the packet to be scheduled and the used scheduling algorithm. If no SPs are available, the current packet is lost, otherwise the scheduling algorithm decides which SP the packet is assigned to.
As mentioned in the introduction, scheduling is done according to a scheduling algorithm, which either aims purely for minimal loss, or also pursues reduced energy consumption (as in this paper). Regardless of their exact design aim, scheduling algorithms can be split up in two main categories: void-filling algorithms and non-void-filling algorithms.
• The former allows packets to be scheduled on any PSP.
This implies the possibility of filling up voids, defined on a given wavelength as unscheduled periods followed by one or more packet scheduled beyond it. Here, only voids overlapping one or more vertical lines contain PSPs (one per overlap). Therefore voids with lengths smaller than D do not always contain a PSP, rather it depends on the arrival instant whether these voids contain a PSP upon arrival of an arbitrary packet. In the example of Fig. 2 , seven voids occur, of which three can potentially be filled (i.e., two on wavelength 2, and one on wavelength 4).
• Algorithms of the latter type only allow packets to be scheduled on a PSP if no packets are already scheduled beyond it; all other PSPs are excluded from being a SP. Packets can only join at the back and voids between already scheduled packets can not be filled. In this way the algorithm is not obliged to keep track of all voids in the output channels but merely of the channels' horizon, defined as the latest time at which the channel is currently scheduled to be in use. Graphically, on each channel this corresponds to the right edge of the rightmost packet. In practice, non-void-filling algorithms only allow packets to be scheduled on the first PSP to the right of the horizon. PSPs further to the right are excluded from being a SP, resulting in at most one SP per channel. Non-void-filling algorithms are less complex and easier to implement than void-filling algorithms but suffer larger packet loss. 
III. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In this section we elaborate on the scheduling algorithms in different subsections for existing and new algorithms. All algorithms, both existing and new, are labeled in accordance with the used logic of the concerned algorithm. Table I shows an overview of all scheduling algorithms, existing and new, with the used scheduling criteria (SCs) (see below).
A. Existing scheduling algorithms
To schedule a packet, a scheduling algorithm always bases its decision on the provisional schedule, together with the wavelength and the length of the packet that is to be scheduled. Specifically, the algorithm takes into account different scheduling criteria (SCs). SCs are properties regarding the provisional schedule and available resources.
As most obvious scheduling algorithm, we consider following non-void-filling scheduling algorithm, which schedules the packet on the SP with the shortest wavelength horizon, provided that a wavelength with a horizon smaller than N · D is available. If no such feasible wavelength is present, the packet is lost. Ties are chosen arbitrarily, unless the packet's original wavelength is part of the tie, in which case the original wavelength is chosen. This algorithm is called JSQ (Join-the-Shortest-Queue), and is discussed in detail in [7] . The used SCs are the horizons of the channels and the wavelength of the channels in case of a tie.
In [6] , two algorithms with better performance are presented: • In G-D (Gap-Delay) the gap is minimized as a first priority. So the SP which minimizes the difference between the delay and the horizon is chosen to service the incoming packet. As a second priority (first order tie) the delay is minimized. Second-order ties are again decided in favour of the original wavelength if possible. The SCs are the gaps of the SPs and the delays and wavelengths in case of a tie.
Both D-G and G-D have a counterpart with void-filling. D-G-VF is similar to D-G with the only difference that
void-filling is implemented. The D-G rules are applied on all PSPs for which the available time window between the PSP and the next scheduled packet is wide enough to fit in the current packet. Analogously, G-D-VF is G-D with void-filling. The gap of a scheduling point in the void-filling setting is defined as the unscheduled period preceding the SP. (In other words, the gap is the difference between the delay of the SP and the latest time at which the wavelength is currently scheduled to be in use prior to the SP under consideration.)
As an illustration, we apply these strategies to the specific case of Fig. 2 . The scheduled packets result in a number of consecutive voids on each wavelength which are defined completely by their onsets and offsets. The horizon of each wavelength is marked in bold: While the above algorithms all yield high performance (in terms of mitigating loss), especially the void-filling ones, they are not strictly optimal, and can be outperformed by the costbased approach, as argued below (see Sect. V). Moreover, as they do not take into account the usage of the WCs, the energy efficiency can still be significantly improved; this is argumented in Sect. VI.
B. New scheduling algorithms
Based on the existing scheduling algorithms we propose four new ones. Of these four, the first two (C and C − V F , see below) use the delays and gaps of the SPs and the packets wavelength (in case of a tie) as SCs.
The first, named C (Cost), is a non-void-filling algorithm which assigns a cost to all SPs. The SCs delay and gap are incorporated in the cost (C) of a SP, which equals a weighted average of the delay and the gap associated with the SP, namely
Here, we introduced α, an algorithm parameter called the gap-delay balance, real-valued in the interval [0, 1]. To obtain a "fair" representation of the relative importance of the SCs delay and gap, the weighing coefficients α and 1 − α will be varied (see below) but always sum up to one.
The second algorithm, named C-VF, is similar to the first but provides for void-filling. The class of SPs is thus larger than in the first case. However, the associated cost function is identical to that of the non-void-filling case, (1). For both C and C-VF, the SP with the lowest cost is chosen. Ties are chosen arbitrarily, unless SPs on the packet's original wavelength are still available, in which case the SP on the original wavelength is chosen. The operation of the algorithm critically depends on the cost function, which in its turn depends on the choice of the algorithm parameter α. Hence in Sect. V this dependency is investigated.
The third and fourth algorithm (CW and CW-VF, see below) incorporate (and reduce) the usage of the wavelength converters, by means of an altered cost function, with an extra term. The third algorithm is non-void-filling, named CW (Cost and Wavelength), with cost C W :
Here, we introduced β, a second algorithm parameter called the conversion cost parameter, which (like α) is a real-valued parameter, however not restricted to the interval [0, 1], but always positive (β > 0). Further, δ wi denotes Kronecker's delta (1 if w = i and 0 otherwise.) All SPs on an outgoing channel (i) different from the packet's incoming wavelength (w) are thus penalized with an extra cost. For appropriate scaling of parameters, this cost is the product of a weighing factor involving β and the granularity D. The granularity is introduced because both the gap and delay term in the cost function scale along with D. In this way values of the algorithm parameters are kept in the same order of magnitude, facilitating insight after parameter optimization. For the same reason, the expression for the weighing factor is chosen to ensure the weights sum up to one, i.e., In Sect. VI the dependency on the algorithm parameters α and β is analysed. The fourth algorithm, named CW-VF, is a void-filling implementation of the previous. The SCs for the CW and CW-VF algorithms are the delays, the gaps and the wavelengths of the SPs (all reflected in the cost C W ). Ties are chosen arbitrarily.
IV. METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the performance and energy efficiency of the scheduling algorithms proposed in Sect. III, we employ Monte Carlo simulation. Specifically, all algorithms are programmed in Matlab using a discrete event simulation (DES). In a DES, the system is modelled as a sequence of events marked by their particular instant in time, i.e. the simulation is event-based. The system state changes from one event to the next and does not change in between events. This is as opposed to continuous simulation in which time is broken into small pieces called time slices.
At each ending of a time slice the system state is (possibly) changed based on the events happened in the last time slice. Because DES simulations do not simulate every time slice, they are far more efficient in terms of computational resources.
For the non-void-filling algorithms the simulation keeps track of the horizon of each channel. The system state is thus a c-dimensional vector of scalar real values, and is the Markov state of a Markov chain, evolving as follows. The events list consists of the arrivals of packets. In each iteration the arrival of a packet is simulated, i.e., the inter-arrival time (T packet ) (the time between the current packet and the next), the packet length of the current packet (B packet ) and the wavelength w (w = 1 . . . c) on which it arrives, are generated using random number generators. If the packet is not lost (i.e. a feasible channel exists) the correct channel is chosen accordant with the used algorithm. The horizon (H) of the chosen channel is updated to a temporary (temp) new value:
Here, ceil(x, y) returns the smallest multiple of y bigger than or equal to x. The horizons of the other channels are not changed in this intermediate step. Next, the horizons of all channels are updated by subtracting the inter-arrival time and taking the maximum of this value and zero as the new horizon. For the channel on which the packet was scheduled H represents thus H temp , for the other channels H represents H old . Channels indices are omitted to ease notation.
This process is repeated iteratively from arrival to arrival, for a predetermined (large) number of packets (see below).
Simulations of void-filling algorithms are more complex than their non-void-filling counterparts. Yet the events list still consists only of the simulated arrivals (inter-arrival time, packet length and wavelength). The algorithms are implemented as described in [4] . 
for which L i < L max are set to ∞, so creating dummy voids with both ending and beginning equal to ∞, which are ignored in the following steps of the simulation (as desired). For each SP the size of the gap (i.e., the unscheduled period preceding the SP, see above) is stored in a nuisance variable A, a two-dimensional matrix with dimensions (c, N + 1) in which the first dimension denotes an outgoing wavelength (i = 1 . . . c) and the second an FDL (j + 1 = 1 . . . N + 1). For all combinations of i (i = 1 . . . c) and j (j = 0 . . . N ) that are not a SP (i.e., combinations of i and j that are not a PSP or PSPs that are not a SP) the value in A is set to ∞. Next, a few simple minimization functions determine the appropriate SP for the chosen algorithm.
If the minimum value in A is ∞, the packet is lost and no SP is chosen. Else for D-G-VF we search a j as low as possible for which the column vector (i = 1 . . . c, j + 1) in A has at least one value smaller than ∞. Next in this column vector A min we search for the lowest value. This marks one of a set of SPs with the smallest gap among those with smallest delay. If this marked SP is not on the channel w, the value of position (w) in A min is compared with this value. If it is equal (it can not be smaller) the chosen channel changes to w, and the FDL corresponding with the column vector A min is not changed. For G-D-VF we search directly for the lowest value in the matrix A, marking one of a set of SPs with the smallest gap. Next all columns vectors corresponding to FDLs with a lower delay are checked for this same minimal gap. The chosen SP is changed if such a column vector exists. Similarly as in D-G-VF the channel w is checked as a last step.
For C-VF and CW-VF the choice is made with the use of an additional matrix B containing the costs of all SPs with the chosen algorithm parameters. The inputs of the C and C w cost are easily derived from the matrix A. Once this matrix B is available, the lowest value in B marks the chosen SP.
Once a SP is chosen, or no SP is chosen in case the packet is lost, we update the void matrix V by splitting the concerned void (in which the chosen SP occurs) in two parts: a void in front, and one behind of the scheduled packet. Subsequently the simulated inter-arrival time is subtracted from all values in V to take into account progression of time. All voids in the updated V that start and end before time equal to zero are removed, the ones that start before zero and end after it are updated to start at zero, whereas the ending time undergoes the mentioned subtraction. The next arrival is now simulated, which again is repeated iteratively.
As is clear from the description, the void-filling algorithms are computationally more complex than the non-void-filling. This implies that the former ones are also somewhat more difficult to implement in a switch. Within both classes of algorithms, however, no significant difference exists in complexity of implementation. This is important: any improvement achieved within a class of algorithms is achieved without complicating implementation.
V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
When considered independently of energy efficiency, the key performance measure is LP. The focus of this section is therefore on the comparison of the LPs of the algorithms. The number of FDLs (N + 1) is fixed at 10, the number of available channels (c) is assumed four and the load ρ is fixed at 80 %. It is known from literature that the LP is highly dependent on the granularity (D), therefore in simulations D will be varied from 10 to 200 time units with steps of 10. The average packet length (E[B] ) is assumed 100 time units. In the non-void-filling algorithms the arrival of 10 7 packets is simulated 10 times. In the void-filling algorithms the arrival of 10 6 packets is simulated 10 times to keep runtime acceptable. While narrow and thus not always visible, we chose to usually (unless where stated otherwise) plot the two-sided 95 % confidence intervals to indicate the accuracy of the simulation results.
A. Existing scheduling algorithms It is known that these optimal granularities rise with decreasing load. The existence of an optimal granularity for non-void-filling algorithms can be explained intuitively: if D is too small, also the maximum achievable delay N · D is small, and packets cannot be delayed long enough to avoid contention with previously scheduled packets, and hence are lost. However if D becomes too large, the gaps (which are in the range [0, D]) become too large. As such, the optimal D is found for some intermediate value. 
B. New scheduling algorithms
Results of C and C-VF are summarized in Fig. 4 and 5 and Table II and III. Fig. 4 shows the LP of the C scheduling strategy for different D as a function of α. The algorithm parameter α is varied from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. For α = 0, C coincides with D-G (and thus performs equally), for α = 1, it coincides with G-D. For 0 < α < 1, C outperforms both D-G and G-D for some intermediary interval of α. Table II shows the reduction of the LP of C relative to the LP of LP reduction 4,5% 3,8% 3,2% 2,8% 2,4% 2,1% 1,9% 1,6% 1,4% 1,2% 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 G-D, for different values of D, maximized with respect to α. The corresponding optimal α value is given in the second row. Similarly Fig. 5 and Table III analyse C-VF. Table III calculates the reduction of LP of C-VF with respect to D-G-VF. Using G-D and D-G-VF as reference in calculating the reduction is the 'fairest' choice, since these are for most values of D the currently best performing non-void-filling and void-filling algorithms respectively.
On Table II and III we can see that both algorithms achieve significant loss reduction, the exact amount is however highly dependent on the choice of D. 
VI. ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESULTS
To model the energy consumption of the wavelength converters we keep track of the packets' payload (packet length) rather than the number of converted packets, since conversion time is proportional to the length of the packet. 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9
The ratio of the payload of converted packets to the payload of all packets that are not lost, is our energy consumption measure of the wavelength converters. Although this is not a direct measure of energy consumption it obviously relates to it. Since we assume wavelength converters are only switched on when actually used, energy consumption is proportional to the payload of the converted packets. In Fig. 6 this is displayed as function of D for the algorithms analysed so far. For all algorithms the percentage of converted packages' payload increases with D. For a tie between scheduling with and without conversion to occur, the presence of at least two idle channels is required. This is due to the continuous nature of the arrival process. Increasing D, the time necessary to clear a channel completely increases, which decreases the chance of finding at least two idle channels. In the limit for D going to infinity, 75 % (= c−1 c ) of all payload is converted to a different channel since no ties occur, and with a chance of 1 in c the algorithm schedules without conversion. Algorithms with lower loss probabilities also roughly have a lower usage of the wavelength converters, due to the larger probability of creating empty channels, as they evacuate packets more efficiently.
To now evaluate the performance and energy consumption of CW and CW-VF, α is fixed to 0.9, which is on average the optimal value of α for both C and C-VF. With α fixed we can now change β and investigate the effect. Here, β comes about as an energy reduction parameter: increasing the value of β, the contribution of the energy cost of using a wavelength conversion in the total cost increases proportionally. As a result, fewer wavelength conversions are made, at the price of (slight) reduction in loss performance. Fig. 7 compares the energy consumption reduction and performance decrease (loss probability increase) of CW with respect to C (both with α = 0.9). As can be seen, reducing energy consumption by a limited amount, e.g. 10 %, results in less-than-proportional decrease in performance, with 1 − 4 %, for D = 50, 100 and 150. For energy consumption reduction of up to 20 %, the performance decrease is still proportionally smaller. As such, results suggest that the region of 0 − 20 % energy consumption reduction yields improved energy efficiency (i.e. more energy consumption reduction than performance decrease) with the current method. For larger reductions, a different approach is needed. Fig. 8 shows complementary results, with CW-VF compared to C-VF. The interpretation is largely the same as for Fig. 7 : 0 − 20 % (or even 0 − 30 %) energy reduction allows for improved energy efficiency.
Finally, merging results of Fig. 3, 7 and 8, we can also determine the value of β for which G-D and CW and D-G-VF and CW-VF, respectively perform equally. It turns out that CW provides up to 28 % energy reduction over G-D for matching LP (α = 0.9, β = 0.54 and D = 20) and CW-VF up to 39 % when compared to D-G-VF (α = 0.9, β = 0.42 and D = 80). In those cases, energy efficiency is thus improved significantly while the performance of current benchmark algorithms is matched.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed four new scheduling algorithms for optical switching in OPS/OBS. Both performance and energy efficiency were evaluated by means of Monte Carlo simulation. The scheduling algorithms use a cost-based approach to choose among the potential scheduling points. As results point out the first two algorithms (one with and one without void-filling) achieve a significant reduction of the loss probability, in the setting considered up to 23 % with voidfilling and 7 % without void-filling. Optimal values of the cost function parameter α are similar for both void-filling and nonvoid-filling and stay rather constant for different values of the granularity. Based on these two algorithms we proposed two more algorithms (one with and one without void-filling) which take energy efficiency into account. With these algorithms, within certain boundaries, energy reduction can be traded off for performance decrease by means of a simple parameter β. Regardless of the values chosen for α and β, the resulting scheduling algorithm is of low implementation complexity, and thus attractive for switch design.
